
Stainless Steel Casting for Marine & Watercraft Components
 

stone-industrial' stainless-steel casting procedure can be a remarkable manufacturing

solution to the marine & boat industry. Components can be converted from fabrications,

weldments as well as billet to spreadings. Settle parts, decrease costs and most significantly,

save time. As a world-class stainless-steel spreading supplier in Ningbo, China, we are ISO

licensed gives high accuracy stainless-steel casting components and devices. Both our 316

stainless-steel hardware are investment cast and after that mirror polished to an intense,

mirror surface. We can produce cast stainless-steel marine and boat hardwares from

drawings or examples. 

The Value of Stainless Steel Marine & Boat Parts 

Bronze Casting  

There are lots of benefits to cast marine & watercraft get rid of stainless-steel. As all of us

recognize, stainless steel casting is utilized in countless applications as well as sectors:

marine as well as shipbuilding, commercial containers, bulk products dealing with tools,

constructing outsides and also roof covering, vehicle components, chemical handling plants,

pulp and also paper manufacturing, petroleum refining, water piping, customer items,,

contamination control, showing off goods, food handling, storing, food preparation, as well as

offering tools and transportation, to call simply a couple of. As an iron-containing alloy-- a

substance composed of 2 or more chemical components-- it is tarnish and also rust resistant

with more than 57 stainless steels identified as standard alloys, along with lots of exclusive

alloys generated by different stainless-steel producers. 

stone-industrial' stainless steel investment spreading and mirror sprucing up services make

us a leader in OEM made stainless steel boat components and marine hardware. Cast

stainless steel assistance safeguard the hardware from deterioration in marine problems.

Picking the right equipment is always a key element of boat security. If the best choices are

not made at the time marine equipment is selected, it may be seriously jeopardized when

revealed to marine atmospheres if the best corrosion-resistant selections are not made at the

time of purchase. 

Investment Cast from 316 stainless-steel, the aquatic as well as watercraft equipments are

highly immune to corrosion and also less most likely less to rust in saline problems and also

is chosen in many applications as it may last a long period of time. 

Why Choose stone-industrial? 

stone-industrial. com is a leader in personalized made cast stainless-steel boat parts and

also aquatic hardware. Whatever your requirements for custom-made made boat deck

equipment and also custom manufactured boat components and also aquatic equipment,

stone-industrial. com can precisely and also quickly estimate your job as well as supply you

with an excellent remedy. 

What makes our business different than other stainless-steel foundries is our interest to detail

and also our expertise of your industry. stone-industrial. com will stay with you every action of

the means from layout, prototype, manufacturing import, as well as distribution to make sure

that our high quality is always past your assumption. 

Stainless steel Casting  

Our aquatic as well as watercraft castings have premium quality surface area coating to
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ensure cosmetics are not endangered. We provide a wide variety of services not always

offered from various other casting suppliers consisting of: 

Steel Fitting  

Stainless steel investment spreading manufacturing 

Shot blasting, electropolishing, mirror sprucing up and other surface finishes are all readily

available 

CNC machining, welding as well as subassembly 

Logo design exiled straight if necessasry 

Customized plan 

Quick distribution with practical air or sea delivery 

Any questions on stainless-steel boat or maine components, pls do not hesistate to contact

us! 
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